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Agenda

Overview of language related tools in your daily life

• Microsoft Translator

• PowerPoint live

• Microsoft Word: Dictate and Transcripts

• Teams Captions and Chat Translation

• Teams/Yammer/Stream - Live meeting Captions and transcripts
• Video indexer: extract insights from videos including Transcripts & 

Translations.
• Real time transcription and translation Demonstrator developed 

for DG-Trad EP/TRAD/2019 LSTT



Breaking the Language Barriers

Brief History of Microsoft effort in 

language Services



Translation and Speech

Transcription 
in Teams

Speech 
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Product launches



The first to reach human parity in speech & language milestones

2017 2018 2019

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/blog/microsoft-researchers-achieve-new-conversational-speech-recognition-milestone/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/ai/machine-translation-news-test-set-human-parity/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/blog/machine-reading-systems-are-becoming-more-conversational/


Introduction to Translation 

and Speech at Microsoft





Speech and Translation in practically every Microsoft product:

• Office: Word – PowerPoint – Outlook - Excel

• Teams: Transcription  - upcoming: Translation

• Skype

• Yammer

• Bing
• Windows
• Azure
• Translator apps



Microsoft Translator 
live feature

http://translate.it

http://translate.it/








Enable multilingual communication (Web)



https://youtu.be/C5hrGKDdHkA

https://youtu.be/C5hrGKDdHkA
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PowerPoint



• Use Spoken Language to see the voice languages that PowerPoint can recognize and select the 
one you want. This is the language that you will be speaking while presenting.

• Use Subtitle Language to see which languages PowerPoint can display on-screen as captions or 
subtitles and select the one you want. This is the language of the text that will be shown to 
your audience. Choosing the same language as your Spoken Language allows you to provide 
closed captioning. This is especially relevant for accessibility for the deaf and hard of hearing.

Real time presentation subtitles

You can turn subtitles on and off by using the subtitle toggle in the Slide Show View or Presenter View.
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PowerPoint Live
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Presentation engagement is hard!
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H O W  T O  U S E Starting a live presentation is easy... 
Click Present Live under Slide Show tab
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H O W  T O  U S E

Starting a live presentation is easy... 

Or toggle it on while presenting
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H O W  T O  U S E … and the audience can join right away!
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A U D I E N C E  E X P E R I E N C E
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FOLLOW-ALONG

IN THE PREFERRED 

LANGUAGE

PERSONAL NAVIGATION 

THROUGH THE PRESENTED 

DECK

AUDIENCE FEEDBACKLIVE REACTIONSCLOSER LOOK AT THE 

SLIDES

C A PA B I L I T I E S

PowerPoint LIVE
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L I V E  R E A C T I O N S
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G E T T I N G  F E E D B A C K
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S U M M A R Y
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Word
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https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/videoplayer/embed/RE4DGic
http://Aka.ms/wordtranscribe

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/videoplayer/embed/RE4DGic
http://aka.ms/wordtranscribe
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Teams
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In-line translation of conversations 
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In-line translation of conversations 

Translate a message in Teams - Office Support (microsoft.com)

Inline message translation is a Microsoft 

Teams feature that lets users translate Teams 

messages into the language specified by 

their personal language settings.

Inline message translation is rolled out by 

default for your organization. You don't need 

to make changes if you want to allow users 

to use this feature within the Teams client.

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/translate-a-message-in-teams-d8926ce9-d6a6-47df-a416-f1adb62d3194?ui=en-us&rs=en-us&ad=us
https://support.office.com/article/translate-a-message-in-teams-d8926ce9-d6a6-47df-a416-f1adb62d3194
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Live Captions



Live Captions 
with speaker 
attribution





Live Captions 
roadmap

• The English language version of the feature was added to the 
platform in 2018, providing a transcript of meetings in real 
time to help participants follow conversations.

• Meetings held in one of the supported languages now are 
supported by real time captioning. 

• We have expanded from just English (US) to include English 
(Canada), English (India), English (United Kingdom), English 
(Australia), English (New Zealand), German?(Germany), 
Portuguese (Brazil), Dutch (Netherlands), Dutch (Belgium), 
French (France), Spanish (Spain), Japanese (Japan), French 
(Canada), Chinese (Cantonese, Traditional), Chinese 
(Mandarin, Simplified), Hindi (India), Italian (Italy), Korean 
(Korea), Spanish (Mexico), Swedish (Sweden), Polish (Poland), 
Arabic (United Arab Emirates), Arabic (Saudi Arabia), Danish 
(Denmark), Finnish (Finland), Norwegian (Norway), Russian 
(Russia). 

• Users on mobile will be able to view captions in the supported 
languages, but only desktop users will be able to switch the 
spoken language.

• Refer to the Microsoft product roadmap, these languages will 
be  by July 2021.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/microsoft-365/roadmap?filters=&searchterms=70593
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Recorded Meetings



Teams Meeting recap

Meeting recaps help teams stay on track 
and keep work moving forward after a 
meeting for both participants and for 
those who were unable to attend a 
meeting. 

Coming this year, a recap with the 
meeting recording, transcript, chat, 
shared files and more will be 
automatically shared in the meeting Chat 
tab and viewable in the Details tab for 
each meeting. 

The recap will also be available in the 
meeting event in your Outlook calendar.



features include 

transcription, live 

captions, recording and 

the ability to transfer 

between Teams mobile 

and desktop apps. 

Transcripts and 

recordings are saved in 

the chat window after a 

call. 

Popular meeting features in 1:1 calls

Whether you’re in a noisy environment or just missed what was said, 

live captions can make it easier to follow along in calls. 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/roadmap?filters=Microsoft%20Teams%2CIn%20development&searchterms=68774
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/roadmap?filters=Microsoft%20Teams%2CIn%20development&searchterms=68775
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/roadmap?filters=Microsoft%20Teams%2CIn%20development&searchterms=68777
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/roadmap?filters=Microsoft%20Teams%2CIn%20development&searchterms=68776


PowerPoint Live Presentations can assist users in making their presentations engaging and 
inclusive. Everyone in the audience can navigate their view of the slides, provide instant 
feedback in the form of live reactions, and provide comments and rate the presentation at 
the end. Live Presentations are generally available on PowerPoint for the web. We plan to 
bring this to Teams further enabling audience engagement right from Teams.

Microsoft Teams: 
PowerPoint Live Presentations to Teams



Microsoft’s new Intelligent Speakers deliver its 
promised meeting room of the future





Microsoft Teams Phones
get Live Captions |

June 2021



Teams Live Events
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Schedule a live event in Microsoft Teams
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Produce a live event (quick start)
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Microsoft Stream

Transform the way your organization uses video with Microsoft Stream live 
event streaming, mobile enhancements and deeper integrations across 
Office 365 applications



Engage and inform with intelligent video

Empower 
anyone to use 
video 

Effective 
communications

Share and 
discover videos

Integrate video 
across M365

Mobile app
AI to find 
moments that 
matter

Enterprise 
security and 
compliance



Speech to text, auto-
generated closed captions, 
and face detection features 
create more ways to find and 
interact with your videos—
so everyone can access 
relevant content quickly and 
easily.



Download 
Transcript 
from 
Microsoft 
Stream

Generate automatic captions for your Microsoft Stream videos - Microsoft Stream | Microsoft Docs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/portal-autogenerate-captions
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Tools
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Tools

Microsoft 

Translator

Get real-time 

subtitles and 

translations of text, 

websites, pictures, 

and voice

Word, PowerPoint, 

OneNote, Outlook

Office Lens

Take content from 

the analog to the 

digital world

Immersive Reader 

available for Office 

Lens on iOS

Dictate

Use voice to get your 

best thoughts into 

your documents

Word, Excel, 

PowerPoint, OneNote, 

Outlook

Editor

Write easy-to-read 

documents, with more 

confidence

Word, Excel, 

PowerPoint, OneNote, 

Outlook

Read Aloud

Read your content 

with simultaneous 

word highlighting

Word, OneNote, 

Outlook Web 

Access, and EDGE
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Use of the euro (europa.eu)

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/euro/intro/html/index.en.html
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Video Indexer











Breaking the Language Barriers



EP/TRAD/2019 LSTT

Live Speech to Text and Machine Translation Tool for 24 Languages

Breaking the Language Barriers

Multilingual communication, one of the EU’s founding principles, is bringing EU 
institutions closer to its citizens while safeguarding linguistic diversity. Multicultural 
understanding unites people in which foreign language skills play a vital role by 
enhancing employability and mobility in the EU and increasing the accessibility of the 
different countries and its people. 

The European Parliament works in 24 languages and it is committed to ensuring the 
highest possible degree of resource-efficient multilingualism. ln the European 
Parliament, all parliamentary documents are published in all the EU's official languages, 
which are considered equally important.



Bringing the 
European 
Parliament closer to 
citizens through AI

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/frank-callewaert_bringing-the-european-parliament-closer-to-activity-6711693887125131264-yvtG


EP/TRAD/2019 LSTT

Live Speech to Text and Machine Translation Tool for 24 Language

Breaking the Language Barriers

Our proposed solution will be composed of:

• An application capable to receive the audio stream from all European Parliament

debates, detect the current speaker language and provide transcription and

translation covering the 24 official languages used by the institution. (3 years goal)

• A tool to create and manage a Custom Language Corpus enabling the translators to

make manual corrections so that the quality levels can be improved over the time.

• A portal for the Parliament members and the European Citizens to access debates on

screen as well as provide accessibility for deaf and hard of hearing people who

currently are unable to access the European Parliament debates.

https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.europarl.europa.eu%2Fplenary%2Fen%2Fdebates-video.html&data=02%7C01%7CFrank.Callewaert%40microsoft.com%7C884a96079b384e70dc7208d7f343f1c1%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C637245345529766105&sdata=OpsSyq%2Bkdfb1S2ATMa8OjE33JNH0BUtBj9rt%2FerkyVM%3D&reserved=0






Thank you! 

Frank.Callewaert@microsoft.com


